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With the SMACS solutions of FASTCOM, WWZ AG implements
high but comfortable anti-tailgating security for its datacenter

 In its new datacenter, WWZ AG wants for its customers a
comfortable mantrap, while ensuring a high access security
and operational flexibility.
 Thanks to the SMACS solutions of FASTCOM are flows of
persons and flows of material automatically secured,
ensuring a high security standard.
 In order to build the infrastructure of the mantrap, FASTCOM
has worked with the company with the company SAFOS AG.

Lausanne, Switzerland – 9th June 2021
FASTCOM Technology SA announces the completion of the project with WWZ AG for its new datacenter.
In a new building, a mantrap of 3 meters long and 2 meters wide was built in cooperation with SAFOS AG.
The solution „SMACS-Flex“ is integrated in the mantrap and allows, for an optimal security, to secure
simultaneously the flows of persons and the flows of hand luggage.
The challenge: For its new datacenter, WWZ AG has to offer its customers a high level security for the
access control. Therefore, the tailgating control must be implemented for both "normal" users and disabled
users (i.e. user in wheelchair), and, furthermore, it must be ensured that the users only with their handluggage can pass. The control should take place automatically and be adaptable to special transit
processes such as "Very Important People" (VIP) passage modes. In addition, the mantrap should be easy
to use and seamlessly integrated into the architecture of the building.
The solution: The SMACS Flex with the option “hand luggage control” is the solution to meet the required
specifications. Integrated in a 3 meters long and 2 meters wide mantrap, which is comfortable and customdefined, the SMACS Flex secures both the flows of people and of hand-luggage at the same time. Special
modes, including emergency exit mode and specific passage processes, are available.

“In our new datacenter, we want to offer our customers a high level of convenience and security.
The SMACS Flex fulfills both of these requirements, and at the same time offers us great
operational flexibility."
v

Thomas Gander, Project leader, WWZ AG, Switzerland
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